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Book Reviews
of Mario Sardi is a moving account of one man’s experiences, from which his
personality and humanity emerge against a backdrop of camp politics and global
war. This humble yet substantial book should reach a wide audience, and I hope
that it is picked up by film or television producers.
Catherine Dewhirst
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Steve Mullins, Martin Bellamy and Clive Moore (eds), Andrew Goldie in New Guinea 1875–1879: Memoir
of a natural history collector, Memoirs of the Queensland Museum: Culture 6, Brisbane: Queensland
Museum, 2012, ISSN 1 4404 788, 216 pp, $15.00. Available only for free download at: http://www.
foundation.qm.qld.gov.au/About+Us/Publications/Memoirs+of+the+Queensland+Museum/MQM-
C+Vol+6.
This unique publication presents the life and work of the natural history col-
lector (and explorer, businessman and entrepreneur) Andrew Goldie through a
manuscript written in his early years in New Guinea, and through companion
essays, bibliographies and catalogues that describe and elaborate upon his work.
Since Goldie is not generally recognised as a prominent figure in Pacific history, the
publication of this material sheds a welcome light on both his life and his influence
on the early days of colonial New Guinea.
The printed publication is a pleasure to behold, well-laid out, with excellent
paper quality, and vibrant with colour plates and images, as well as informative
and evocative black and white photographs and drawings from the period. The
high production values also make online version a pleasurable reading experience.
The book is very carefully structured, with important contextual information given
before the manuscript is introduced. The reader is provided with summary para-
graphs, citation details and keywords at the beginning of each of the five chapters,
along with contact email addresses for the authors.
Chapter 1, by Steve Mullins, is an introduction to the project, where the back-
ground and motivations are described; here too, we gather information about most
of the contributors (although unfortunately there is no list of contributors with
biographical notes, as one might expect). Chapter 2, by Steve Mullins and Martin
Bellamy, is longer: a well-researched overview, running to almost thirty pages, of
Goldie’s life and work, which is so detailed that the reader may have benefited from
a summary timeline of Goldie’s life as a reference point. The annotated bibliogra-
phy provided after this chapter, comprising texts that describe the many specimens
collected by Goldie, is helpful to those wanting to research this aspect of his work
further.
Goldie’s memoir itself is presented in Chapter 3, in 90 pages of text which have
been only lightly edited so as to remain faithful to the original manuscript as much
as possible (including, for example, words crossed out by Goldie, which are often
revealing). However, this light touch should not suggest a lack of engagement by
the editors of the manuscript, Clive Moore and Steve Mullins; to the contrary, these
pages are extensively annotated with details and references that provide the reader
with important information to understand the context for Goldie’s experiences,
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and points of departure for those wishing to pursue the tangents of his account.
The manuscript itself, in its depiction of frontier life, does not disappoint in its
detail of adventures, moments of contact and conflict, and observations that tell us
just as much about Goldie’s character as what he is observing – using, of course,
the language of the times. There are also detailed descriptions of the specimens
and objects he saw and collected, and often details of how these were used in their
traditional context. The manuscript unfortunately ends abruptly, but the chapter
closes with an editorial note directing the reader to a source for Goldie’s account
of his next expedition, thus offering some continuity.
Chapter 4, by Susan M. Davies, picks up on the detail of Goldie’s artefact
collecting, providing an overview of the range of objects Goldie collected, his
methods of collecting and the institutions that came to house his collections. A not
insignificant amount of his specimens eventually made their way to the Queensland
Museum, a collection that Davies has worked on comprehensively. This chapter
concludes with an extensive appendix listing the objects collected by Goldie that
were acquired and/or exhibited by institutions in Australia and New Zealand.
Chapter 5, also by Davies, consists of a catalogue of artefacts associated with
Goldie that are held in the Queensland Museum and the Museum of the Cum-
braes, Millport, Scotland. This is really a jewel in the crown of this publication:
the comprehensive overview, complemented by fascinating black and white pho-
tographs, gives way to individual records of items complete with stunning colour
imagery. This chapter brings to life Goldie’s manuscript accounts of the objects he
encountered, and is a dream for anyone interested in the material culture of the
Pacific.
Two beautifully presented maps of New Guinea in 1890 in the back cover
round off an impressive publication. The small imperfections, such as the lack of
contributor information, a handful of typographical errors and some repetition
between chapters (obviously designed to be able to stand alone) do not detract
from the value of this publication. The text is admirable in its ability to appeal
to a wide and cross-disciplinary audience: it will appeal to historians, museum
curators, natural history specialists, anthropologists and, of course, the generalist
reader interested in the colonial history of Australia and New Guinea, and the role
that Queensland played in it, during the late nineteenth century.
Kirsty Gillespie
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Live! Queensland band culture exhibition, State Library of Queensland, May–November 2013
This was the kind of exhibition that left a lasting impression. It moved you to
tears, left you silently grinning and had you grooving to the music of Queensland’s
bands all within the blink of an eye. It opened up an engaging and exciting space for
visitors to learn about the state’s musical soundtrack, and reflect on the tremendous
role that band musicians have played in shaping our history.
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